MAKE RESERVATIONS TODAY!

COMPANY ADDRESS:
I II III IV Augustan Adventures Co.
ROME, ITALY

PHONE:
(I VI III) II IV VII- VIII V III IX

EMAIL:
AUGUSTANADVENTURES@GMAIL.COM

TAKE A THREE DAY TOUR WITH THE EMPEROR AUGUSTUS!

Sites on the Tour:

- 1st day: Palatine Hill, the temple of Romulus, the temple of Venus & Rome, and the where several famous Roman emperors lived
- 2nd day: Roman Forum, Flavian Coliseum, the forum and arch of Augustus
- 3rd day: Temple of Divine Augustus, Ara Pacis, the baths of Agrippa, and the Milarium Aureum

AUGUSTAN ADVENTURES

VENI ET VIDE URBEM MARMOREAM

ANCIENT ROME

Take a tour of Rome with an icon of Roman history, the emperor Augustus! Who better to show you around the city than the Romans’ most popular emperor! Augustus will take you to some of his favorite places and don’t hesitate to ask him anything questions from the architecture found in the city, to the best place to try some liquamen!
See the sites with the most famous
Roman since the legendary Romulus!

Urbs Romana (the Roman City)
Salve! (Hello!) For those of you who don’t know, my name is Augustus, which means divine one, and I was the first emperor of Rome. I am therefore of course the best man to show you around the city of Rome terties dies (for three days)!

The Palatine Hill
Primo die ibimus (On the first day we will go) to the Palatine Hill, tour some of the houses of famous Roman emperors, and the temple of Romulus. I’m sure all of you already know that I am the son of Venus through being a descendant of the great Trojan hero Aeneas.

Our first stop is the Palatine Hill, and it has special significance for me and the city of Rome. On this sacred site is where the city’s original founders, Romulus & Remus, were thought to have founded the city of Rome.

If you are not familiar with that tale, any Roman citizen will be happy to inform you about it. After looking around the Palatine Hill and touring the different emperors houses that have sprung up around that location (my own house included!), vistabimus (we will visit) and pay respect to my ancestors at the temple of Divine Romulus and the temple of Venus and Rome.

The Flavian Coloseum
Secundo die ibimus (On the second day we will go) to shopping around the Roman forum, tour the forum and arch of Augustus, the Flavian Coliseum where we will see mock ship battles, animal and gladiator fights. We may have to wait all day to see a fight to the death though because not every gladiator fight ends in death after all!

The Ara Pacis
Tertio die ibimus (On the third day we will go) to the Miliarum Aureum, the Temple of Divine Augustus, the Ara Pacis, and the baths of Agrippa.

As the saying goes, all roads lead to Rome and the Miliarum Aureum (the golden milstone) marks the beginning of all roman roads. Remembering my divine roots and in order to celebrate that I was deified after my death, we will stop and make a sacrifice at my temple, the temple of Divine Augustus.

Our next stop is the Ara Pacis, or altar of peace. It has a special place in my heart because I presided over the longest period of Roman peace and prosperity after countless years of great hardship and warfare. This altar stands as a symbol of the greatness of the Roman empire and her people. When your there, make sure to look at the relief of me and my family!

The last stop on the tour is the Baths of Agrippa. After all the traveling we did in the past three days, requiremus (we will need) to relax and clean off all the dirt and grime. Bathing in Rome is a social experience, so don’t be afraid to show some skin! Be sure to visit all the rooms in the baths including the calidarium, the tepidarium, and the frigidarium. But, be careful not to leave your cloths unattended in the apodyterium, or they might not be there when you get back!

You could strike it rich, place a Bet!
When you are at the Circus Maximus and the Flavian Coliseum don’t forget to place a bet on your favorite racing team or place twenty gold coins on the vicious looking Thracian gladiator. When I was emperor of Rome, I always enjoyed gambling, especially with dice!